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Download royal online deutsch 1.5 crack 2In the top row: The python, a German Shepherd, a Syrian wolf, a village dog, a komodo dragon, a striped hyena, a kuvasz, and a snow leopard. Credit: Kathryn F. Goss (PhysOrg.com) -- Taming and observing the animals we share our lives with is important to many people.
But are we aware of the relationship between the behavior of people and those of animals we consider domesticated? It turns out that some of our closest relatives may be distracting us from one another. An international team of researchers has found that pet dogs and wolves share similar communicative styles,
which they conclude suggests that they share a common lineage. The two species are both known for their social skills and for their understanding of human language. However, when it comes to the animals' vocal habits and acoustics, the similarities between them have been considered to be superficial. The
research team, led by Christopher Boes of the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany, set out to determine how similar or different the communicative styles are between wolves and dogs. "The idea that wolves and dogs might be distantly related from the point of view of vocal
behavior is not controversial at all," Boes said. "The question is, how recent is the divergence of the two groups?" In order to address that question, the researchers analyzed a previously published database of sounds in wolf and dog calls. The analysis identified two distinct behavioral styles in the pair. One style,
known as signature whistle/social call, is evident in both species. Signatures are vocalizations that convey information such as the identity of the caller, the type of event that is taking place, and the reaction and behavior of others. The calls are used as a signal to other members of the pack. In contrast, the second
style was only ever observed in dogs. These were the "play" calls, known as "play yaps." The callers communicated with other dogs to play with them, often in a mock fight. Play calls are associated with playful contacts with other species, including humans. "Play communications are very much about play, but also
about collaboration," Boes said. "Play yaps are so clearly different from social calls that it was surprising that people had been so unaware of them, and that was what motivated our study."
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